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Complex plasma is a medium containing ionized gas and micron-sized solid particles. Inter-

actions between the microparticles and the plasma can lead to spontaneous periodic contractions

of the void (a microparticle-free area inside the suspension), which was called the “heartbeat

instability”. In [1], it was revealed that the heartbeat instability can be stimulated by a diode

laser optogalvanically. Here we present novel results of the heartbeat studies using this method

of controlling the instability.

The experiments were conducted in the ground-based PK-3 Plus chamber [2] with ther-

mophoretic gravity compensation. The melamine formaldehyde spheres formed a suspension

in a capacitively-coupled RF discharge in argon with the pressure of 36 Pa. The microparticles

were illuminated by a laser sheet with the wavelength of 532 nm. Three video cameras with

interference bandpass filters (the central wavelengths were 532, 750 and 810 nm) captured the

microparticle motion and the plasma emission at the same discharge area simultaneously. We

investigated the effect of the resonant laser light with the wavelength of 772.38 nm on the void

stability. A mechanical chopper was used to modulate the laser beam.

The experiments reproduced earlier reported behaviour of the plasma emission during the

heartbeat instability, small breathing oscillations appearing between the void contractions, and

resonant optogalvanic stimulation of the instability. The resonance was observed when the laser

modulation frequency coincides with the frequency of these breathing oscillations. Individual

laser switching could cause the void contraction transiently if the laser power was high enough.

The experimental results allow us to describe the heartbeat instability as oscillations between

dim and bright void regimes [3]. The transition of the dim void to the bright regime is mediated

either by the breathing-oscillations-related mechanism or by the transient optogalvanic effect.

The boundary of the bright void becomes unstable and the void collapses due to the electrostatic

force prevailing over the ion drag and thermophoretic forces. The dim void recovers due to the

outward drift of microparticles.
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